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HISTORY OF ADVERTISEMENT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 

 

COURSE: FIRST 

SEMESTER: FIRST 

TYPE: BASIC FORMATION 

CREDITS: 6 

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 

PROFESSOR: DR. SERGIO VILLANUEVA 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

 

Giving the students basic theoretical knowledge concerning the development, evolution and the 

most outstanding contributions of Advertisement and Public Relations through their history. As 

well as the analysis of the professionals that have, made Public Relations developed until our 

days. The subject also pretends to help the students understand all the basic concepts of both 

professions, through practical exercises specially related with the ideas, strategies, and 

fundamental creativities of communication and advertisement.  

 

COMPETENCES: 

 

GENERICS 

 

CB1 - Having and understanding knowledge in an area of study based on secondary general 

education, and usually finding them at a level based on advanced text books but also including 

some aspects involving knowledge coming from their study field’s vanguard. 

CB2 - Capacity to gather and interpret relevant data (normally inside of their study area) to 

issue judgements that include reflections over important social, scientific and ethical topics. 

CG1 - Developing of linguistic skills, learning to express adequately and convincingly in different 

situations of oral and written communication in English and the language of the community. 

CG7 - Capacity to critically assess opinions, situations and actions in their working environment, 

including their own. 

 

 

 

 

https://es.eserp.com/profesor/sergio-villanueva/
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SPECIFICS 

 

CE5 - Identifying and recognizing the relevant changes in the historical evolution of the 

company in general, and particularly changes concerning advertisement, marketing, markets 

prospection and public relations. 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

 

 R1 Students will be able to comment historical texts with certain level of complexity 

 R3 Students will be able to contextualize the origins and evolution of advertisement 

activity with the evolution of western societies. 

 R4 Students will acquire knowledge to indicate the influence of diachronic events of 

communication and advertisement activity as causal element of the actual professional 

and enterprise context. 

 R7 Students will be able to write texts with clarity concerning historical aspects of 

advertisement and communication. 

 

SYLLABUS: 

 

1. Advertisement: conceptualization, contexts and languages 

Context and definition of advertisement 

History: historical methods and speeches 

Advertisement language in media context 

 

2. Advertisement before printing 

Predecessors of Advertisement 

Classic world – Egypt, Greece, Rome – and Middle Ages 

Trade routes and publicity 

Oral and written advertisement 

 

3. Birth of Advertisement 

Mercantile European cities and first journalist appearances 

Printing and its revolution 

Printing freedom and advertisement 

Advertisement in press origin 

Advertisement in illustration 
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4. The first advertisers, the first theorists 

The French from Renaudot to Girardin 

Contributions of North Americans and British 

An early critic, Henry Fielding 

 

5. Nineteenth century 

Advertisement, liberal press support 

Economical rising with industrial revolution and its impact on advertisement expansion 

Postal service, railway and advertisement 

Photography and advertisement 

Features of advertisement message in 19th century 

Advertisements by words 

Birth of advertisement agencies 

 

6. Twentieth century: the century of Advertisement 

The poster 

Consolidation of advertisement agencies 

The innovators: Lasker, Kennedy and Hopkins 

Advertisement features in vanguard times and between wars 

The effect of new media: radio, cinema, illustrated magazines 

Crack of 29 and “New Deal” 

Advertisement, fashion and forward sales 

 

7. Television and its impact on advertisement 

Appearance of TV, deep changes in advertisement 

The spot or domain of image 

Head or tail of television advertisement 

Advertisement and informatics 

 

8. Advertisement in consumer society 

Features of advertisement in today’s world 

Evolution of investment in advertisement media 

A world without advertisement: The USSR 

The control of advertisement in advanced societies and debate over advertisement ethics 

Features of legal framework of advertisement 
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9. Advertisement diversification 

Definitive crisis of traditional advertisement 

From agencies to purchasing networks 

Times of marketing and teleshopping 

Advertisement in the age of media privatization 

Critics to advertisement activity: from saturation to dishonesty 

 

10. Developments and evolution of Public Relations 

Public Relations until World War II 

Dr. Edward L. Bernays and establishment of Public Relations 

Public Relations since World War II 

The future of Public Relations 

 

11. Advertisement in Spain (I) 

Innovators in press: from Nipho to Santa Ana 

Appearances of agencies 

Initial features of advertisement in Spain 

The first expansion. Years ten and twenty 

Figure of Prat Gaballi 

Poster artists 

Advertisement in the Republic and war 

 

12. Advertisement in Spain (II) 

Advertisement crisis after Civil War 

Multiple expansion of the sixties 

Press, radio, cinema… and television 

Advertisement made profession and standard 

Advertisement in democracy 

1988 law 

Basic features of today’s advertisement in Spain. Creativity and organization 

Public Relations in Spain 

 

13. Future trends 

Advertisement in product sales, services and image in new media 

Advertisement multinationals 
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Online commerce, Internet and Advertisement 

 

14. Theories about advertisement 

Main theoretical paradigms 

From intuitive advertisement to persuasive and suggestive advertisement 

Theorists and critics in USA and Europe 

From AIDE to USP 

Mechanists and Freudians 

Motivational investigation, product image and most recent positions 

 

EVALUATION SYSTEM: 

 

The evaluation will consist of three different instruments whose weights are indicated below: 

1. Exams (50%): there will be two partial exams weighting 25% each one. The dates will be 

announced at the beginning of the term. The minimum grade of each exam is 4, and the 

minimum average is 5,5. They are both subject to recovery. 

2. Group activity (30%): in groups of maximum three people there will be an activity about 

an aspect related to the History of Advertisement and Public Relations. At the beginning 

of the term the groups will be set up and the topics will be distributed. This activity will be 

a scientific article and it will address the study from some of the different perspectives 

(aesthetic, politics, ethics, economy, critics, history…). It must follow the rules of citation, 

bibliography and writing contemplated in an academic activity. It will have to be handed 

in during the last academic week of December. The writing part will weight 25% and the 

oral presentation 5%, which will have place during the last academic week of the term. 

This is not subject to be recovered. 

3. Analysis activities (20%): these will combine individual and group work, leading to the 

writing and/or presentation of three individual reports. These activities are not subject to 

be recovered. The weighting will be: 

a. Analysis of scientific and theoretical articles about advertisement: 5% 

b. Historical and critical analysis of advertisement pieces: 10% 

c. Historical and critical analysis and debate of a film: 5% 

4. Complementaries: 

5. If the student pass successfully the practical part of the continued evaluation but he has 

failed one or the two-midterm exams, he will have the chance to recover the exams in 

the “complementaries” period, in order to improve the marks. 
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METHODOLOGY: 

 

The subject is classroom-based and combines theoretical knowledge with its practical 

implementation. Through classroom sessions, the teacher will expose contents of the program 

using different learning methodologies, besides making group activities in which acquired 

knowledge will be put into practice.  Furthermore, the students must do individual activities 

during the hours of personal work. 

 

Additionally, during the hours of personal work, the students will make a final project by groups 

with their respective oral presentations at the end of the academic period. They will have hours 

of tutoring with the teacher with the purpose of supervising and guiding the development of the 

project. 

 

Finally, we recommend to the students that they use some hours of personal work to this 

subject every week in order to consolidate the acquired knowledge of each topic. This personal 

work will consist of making a review of theoretical aspects given in class and complement them 

with the basic bibliography. 

 

REFERENCE BOOKS 

 

 Historia de la Publicidad. CHECA GODOY, ANTONIO. 

Editorial Netbiblo. Coruña. 2007. ISBN: 978-84-9745-180-2 

 

 

 

 Dirección de Relaciones Públicas. GRUNIG, JAMES y HUNT, TOD. 

Editorial Gestión 2000. Barcelona. 2000. ISBN: 84-8088-948-9 

 

 

COMPLEMENTARY BIBLIOGRAPHY: 

 

 Eguizábal Maza, Raúl, Historia de la Publicidad, Ed. Fragua. Madrid 2011.  

 Fox, Stephen R. The Mirror Makers. A History of American Advertising and its creators, 

Urbana [etc], University of Illinois Press 1997. 

 Grunig, James y Hunt, Tod Dirección de Relaciones Públicas. Editorial Gestión. 

Barcelona 2000. 


